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About the author: 

Born in the Kingdom of Fife in 1960, Ian Rankin graduated from the University of 

Edinburgh in 1982, and then spent three years writing novels when he was supposed to 

be working towards a PhD in Scottish Literature. His first Rebus novel was published in 

1987, and the Rebus books are now translated into twenty-two languages and are 

bestsellers on several continents. 

Ian Rankin has been elected a Hawthornden Fellow, and is also a past winner of the 

Chandler-Fulbright Award. He is the recipient of four Crime Writers' Association Dagger 

Awards including the prestigious Diamond Dagger in 2005. In 2004, Ian won America's 

celebrated Edgar Award for 'Resurrection Men'. He has also been shortlisted for the 

Edgar and Anthony Awards in the USA, and won Denmark's Palle Rosenkrantz Prize, the 

French Grand Prix du Roman Noir and the Deutscher Krimipreis. 

Ian Rankin is also the recipient of honorary degrees from the universities of Abertay, St 

Andrews and Edinburgh. 

A contributor to BBC2's 'Newsnight Review', he also presented his own TV series, 'Ian 

Rankin's Evil Thoughts'. He recently received the OBE for services to literature, opting to 

receive the prize in his home city of Edinburgh, where he lives with his partner and two 

sons.  

Source: Author’s website (http://www.ianrankin.net/) 

 

About this book: 

It’s twenty-five years since John Rebus appeared on the scene, and five years since he 

retired. But 2012 sees his return in Standing in Another Man’s Grave. Not only is Rebus 

as stubborn and anarchic as ever, but he finds himself in trouble with Rankin’s latest 

creation, Malcolm Fox of Edinburgh’s internal affairs unit. Added to which, Rebus may 
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be about to derail the career of his ex-colleague Siobhan Clarke, while himself being 

permanently derailed by mob boss and old adversary Big Ger Cafferty. But all Rebus 

wants to do is discover the truth about a series of seemingly unconnected 

disappearances stretching back to the millennium. The problem being, no one else 

wants to go there – and that includes Rebus’s fellow officers. Not that any of that is 

going to stop Rebus. Not even when his own life and the careers of those around him 

are on the line. 

Source: Author’s website (http://www.ianrankin.net/) 

 

Discussion Questions:  

Not currently available. 

 

Other formats available at Halifax Public Libraries: 

- Audiobook (on CD) 

- Large Print 
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